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Lightwood / DESK

This desk made of solid wood expresses the warmth and texture of natural wood material.  

The legs are in an inverted V shape, with a wider dimension on the sitting side and slightly narrower on the other side, 

giving it a beautiful appearance all the way to the back.

 The desk comes in types with or without panels and drawers.



WARRANTY
We will guarantee the product for two years from the date of delivery 
of the product. For the content of quality assurance please see the 
"Warranty Policy" included in the product.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
WOOD
The wood used in this product is obtained from ash or oak trees in 
North America that are managed and felled in a planned manner. If 
required, we can manufacture furniture with the FSC® or PEFC™ cer-
tification. In that case, however, a longer lead-time will be required to 
procure the wood.

TABLETOP
The tabletop is 25 mm thick and made from solid wood. We use knot-
ted wood for the tabletop, which means each product has a slightly 
different color, wood texture, and knot pattern.

VOC
The coating and glue used here reduce VOC emissions in manufac-
turing processes and finished products. These materials have been 
tested for formaldehyde emissions in accordance with the ISO12460 
standard and confirmed not to exceed the 0.4 mg/l emission level.

PURPOSE OF USE
Indoor
Maruni Wood Industry has established various test standards and 
designs for comfortable use. However, the use of products beyond 
the expected scope can lead to cracking and snapping of wood parts. 
There are several things you should keep in mind in order to properly 
preserve the product and continue using it for a long time. Therefore, 
be sure to read the instruction manual beforehand.

DESIGN
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JASPER MORRISON ,  2023 - 

" The solid wood desk which was designed for the hotel project in 
Japan is now added to the family. The desk has been slightly modified 
by adding a drawer and making a small change in the panel design. 
After the pandemic, a desk has become a familiar piece of furniture for 
everyday life. "
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MATERIAL & FINISH  
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1,200［47.3 in］ 500［19.7 in］

710
［28.0 in］

1,200［47.3 in］ 500［19.7 in］

780
［38.0 in］

DESK 120

DESK 120（with panel and drawer）


